Continuing our trip visiting Illegal Clubs around the USA.
This one tells the story of a Tennessee born bootlegger, Illegal Club operator, and
mayor of Palm Beach, FL from the 1920's thru 1964. He came home to Ecorse to
die in 1964. Stories like this are repeated across the USA in the "Era Of The
Illegals."
Silver Rail, Ecorse, MI
I got one color of the HSD in Oval in 1998, and sent for the record card. A 2nd color
came from Mike Vuolo a couple months ago and reminded I knew nothing about it.
The following will be way too much for most of you to sort thru. I think history
lovers will love it. Harold Brown may or may not have been a real person. Illegal
chips were often ordered under alias's. Clarence De Wallot was a real person.
Time to meet Harold? - and Clarence for sure.

Silver Rail, Ecorse, MI

Silver Rail, Ecorse, MI
A friend called the library and sent me this:

“Talked to the local library in Ecorse, MI, she was somewhat helpful. I would have to go to their
library as they have no one who will look the information up that I need. They have very old
papers they told me in the basement and also a book called The History of Ecorse which has
much information on all illegal activities. She told me that is was the center for illegal gun
running and prohibition as it is right on the Detroit River. Many mobsters had their footprints in
this small town.”
He lives 8 hours from there.
Hoping you can put a club name to the attached.

The address 4063 West Jefferson in Ecorse was housed in a building on the south-east corner of West
Jefferson and Cherry Grove Avenue; the building no longer exists. It was a two story brick building which
had a ten lane bowling alley in the basement. It housed addresses 4061, 4063, 4065, 4067. The building
was known as the De Wallot Building.
Here's a street survey from 1924:

I couldn't find any meaningful reference to Harold/Harry Brown (it's a common name, several dozen in the
Detroit area at the time, but none that popped out as having any relation to gambling).
However, the person that the building was named for is a different story: Clarence De Wallot (born 1898
Tennessee, died 1964 Palm Beach, Florida).
De Wallot appears to have been living at 4063 (or 4063 1/2) West Jefferson at the time the chips were
ordered, where he operated a hotel/apartment on the second floor. In the early 1940's (and perhaps in
the 1930's) he was also operating the Silver Rail Bar next door at 4061. Apparently, the basement
bowling alley was entered through the bar, because he also owned it.
In 1940 De Wallot was arrested on charges of conspiracy to bribe public officials to protect his gambling
operations:
(from Chicago Tribune, 6 March 1940)

The only addresses in Ecorse that I saw associated with De Wallot were all in the De Wallot Building.
Incidentally, the Ecorse Public Library had it's first location in the De Wallot Building in 1926 (this is
speculation--but I wonder if the library was given free rent as part of an "arrangement" with local
officials).
In the 1920's De Wallet was one of the "rum runners" who operated out of Ecorse. In 1929 he was
described as one of the "down river liquor barons." He appears to have been part of a large operation:
(from Ludington Michigan Daily News, 18 Nov 1930)

In the late 1940's De Wallot opened-up a resort at Indian River, Michigan called the Pinehurst Inn
(probably had some gaming going on there).
Here's a brochure which shows his picture (unfortunately it's the highest res I could get):

By the late 1950's De Wallot had moved to Palm Beach, Florida where he owned the Seaview Hotel. He
served two terms as Palm Beach's mayor.
He died of a heart attack while on a visit to Ecorse in 1964.

